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Trinh duy luan
The added awareness of social justice and its implement in our country
nowadays
The article has dealt with social justice in relation to economic growth in
concrete historical conditions of Vietnam for the last two decades of doi moi.
By linking theories to Vietnam practice the article has analyzed the following
aspects: the Marxist viewpoint of social justice in history and under socialism;
the implement of social justice in different economic growth models; Ho Chi
Minh's conception of social justice; social justice issues in modern
developmental thoughts; social justice and its implement from a sociological
approach; additional awareness of social justice and the combination of
economic growth and social justice in political documents of Vietnam
communist party and the state.
bui dinh thanh
Some thoughts of the state's role in relation to civil society
The article has analyzed the state's role in relation to civil society in present
Vietnam. The author has summed up some of Marx's main principles about
the state and civil society. The author also has shown the long-lasting values
as well as the aspects that need to be examined in the present context. With
regard to the state's role in relation to civil society in present Vietnam, the
author has proposed the following principal aspects: comprehensive
renovation of thinking in industrialization and modernization; enhancing the
effectiveness of the rule-by-law state; enhancing social management and
renewing leadership styles.
dang Nguyen anh
Migration policies to new economic zones in Vietnam
The article has reviewed four periods of migration history to new economic
zones in Vietnam: the periods of 1961-1975, 1976-1985, 1986-1995 and 1996
up to now. The author has given a deep analysis of achievements and
shortcomings of migration to new economic zones. To further promote the
achievements and overcome the shortcomings the author has proposed the
following solutions: enhancing the migration policy-making capacity; renovating
the population planning and land use management policy; enhancing the
design and implement of migration projects.
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truong xuan truong
The role of mass media in the present period of industrialization and
modernization
The article has analyzed the development of mass media in our country and
emphasized that the mass media have always followed closely the country's
political, economic and social activities and spread the party's and the state's
lines and policies, expressed the rightful wishes of population strata, and
made positive contributions to fulfilling the country's development aims. This
has all created an open and democratic atmosphere and made important
contributions to maintaining political and social stability. The article has also
shown the limitations of mass media in our country (the uneven spread of
information, commercialization tendency and some deviance, etc.) and the
ways to overcome them.
nguyen huu minh
Gender in domestic division of labor
Industrialization has created many job opportunities for women and
increased their participation in social labor forces. Women's contribution to
family income has also risen. These factors have increased their husbands'
involvement in domestic work. The author has argued that one can find the
causes of the above transformations in such variables as living areas (urbanrural); occupation; education; family life cycle; contribution to family income
and gender prejudice. The article has also raised some problems on approach
methods and analysis techniques in studies about gender division of domestic
work in the current family of Vietnam.
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